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Shoal Games Ltd. (TSXV: SGW / OTCQB: SGLDF) – Rooplay at 220,000+ Downloads
Sector/Industry: Mobile Games
Market Data (as of December 5, 2017)
Current Price
C$0.54
Fair Value
C$1.63
Rating*
BUY
Risk*
5 (Highly Spec)
52 Week Range
C$0.37 – C$0.62
Shares O/S
65,048,592
Market Cap
C$35.13 mm
Current Yield
N/A
P/E (forward)
N/A
P/B
N/A
YoY Return
0.0%
YoY TSXV
5.8%
*see back of report for rating and risk definitions
*All the figures are in US$ unless otherwise specified.

www.shoalgames.com
Highlights

 Rooplay has had over 220,000 downloads, up from over
120,000 at the time of our previous report in August 2017.
Rooplay was launched on the Android platform in May
2017.
 The platform currently offers over 500 titles, and is
available in 27 different languages in 135 countries.
 According to Metaari (market research firm),
educational games for early childhood will almost triple
by 2022.
 The company intends to gain traction through direct
marketing to consumers and through partnerships with
mobile handset manufacturers, cable companies, in-flight
entertainment, and mobile telecommunications operators
through a revenue share model. Management is in
discussions with a number of mobile operators worldwide.
Even a single distribution deal, we estimate, will allow
Rooplay to reach significant audience levels at a very low
cost.
 In October 2017, completed the final tranche of a $1.06
million financing by issuing 3.02 million units at a unit
price of $0.35.
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Educational
In a recent update, market research firm Newzoo estimated that the global games market will
games for early reach $109 billion this year (8% YoY growth), and increase to $129 billion by 2020.
childhood
Revenues in 2017 are expected to come from 2.2 billion gamers worldwide.
estimated to
triple by 2022
The Global Games Market

As shown in the above chart, the mobile market (including smartphones and tablets),
accounting for 42% of the total, is estimated to grow by 19% this year to $46 billion. This
market is expected to account for 50% of the total, or $65 billion, in 2020.
Geographically, the APAC region is estimated to generate $51.2 billion this year (up 9%
YoY), or 47% of the total. North America is the second largest region, with estimated
revenues of $27 billion in 2017, up 4% YoY.
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The Global Games Market in 2017 by Region

Source: Newzoo

According to Research and Markets, the global game based learning market is estimated to
be US$3.49 billion in 2017, and is expected to grow at a rate of 19.60% p.a. to $8.5 billion
by 2022. Another research firm, Metaari, predicts the market will grow from $3.2 billion in
2017, at a rate of 20.2% p.a., to reach $8.1 billion by 2022. The U.S. market alone is
estimated to grow at a rate of 24.3% p.a. from $0.27 billion in 2017, to $0.80 billion by 2022.
Consumers were the top purchasers of educational games in 2017, followed by primary
schools and corporations. Metaari’s study also indicated that the highest revenue generating
products are early childhood learning games, brain trainers, and language learning games.
Metaari estimates that educational games designed for early childhood will almost
triple by 2022 – a highly encouraging indicator for Shoal’s Rooplay.
Rooplay at
220,000+
Downloads

Rooplay has had over 220,000 downloads, up from over 120,000 at the time of our previous
report in August 2017. Rooplay is a games / educational platform primarily targeting kids
aged 2 to 10 years. Rooplay’s primary advantage is that it is designed to be totally safe for
kids as it has no advertisements, no in-app purchases, no outbound links, no instant
messaging, and no social networks. These are key issues with existing competing platforms.
With over 500 games on the platform, we believe that Shoal has a significant first mover
advantage in the growing EdTech space focused on games for kids. Rooplay is currently
available in 27 different languages in 135 countries.
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One of Shoal’s primary strategies to quickly gain mass adoption is to license popular
intellectual property rights for use in their apps. Games associated with popular brands /
characters are likely to instantly appeal and capture attention, allowing Shoal to attract a
much larger user-base at significantly low acquisition costs. The following chart shows the
company’s key licensing partners:
Licensing Partners

Source: Company

Shoal currently has 12 originals – all of which are not only included in the Rooplay platform,
but also available as stand-alone apps on Google Play.
Rooplay is currently only available on Android mobile devices. Management estimates that
Rooplay will be available on most platforms and devices (Apple, Google, Mobile Phones,
Tablets, and Computers) in the next few months.
The company intends to gain traction through direct marketing to consumers and through
partnerships with mobile handset manufacturers, cable companies, in-flight entertainment,
and mobile telecommunications operators through a revenue share model. Our discussions
with management indicated that management has completed negotiations with several
distribution partners, and is in discussions with several additional mobile/cable operators
worldwide. Considering that such operators have millions of subscribers, even a single
distribution deal will allow Rooplay to reach significant audience levels at a very low
cost. Note that the user acquisition cost of Rooplay is zero when acquired through their
distribution partners.
In November 2017, Shoal announced the formation of an Advisory Board with two high
profile members. Brief biographies follow below:
 Stan Chow is a 25-year digital media executive and entrepreneur who has held
executive and management positions at Disney, Zynga and Electronic Arts across
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North America and East Asia. Stan is currently the Entrepreneur in Residence at
Vanedge Capital.
 Dave Long is an entrepreneur and inventor of the blockbuster Scene It? DVD game
which sold more than 20 million copies and was acquired by Paramount Pictures.
Dave's current venture, Exponential Entertainment, focuses on the development of
digital and mobile games and has been creating interactive games for Comcast's X1
platform.
Financials

Q3-2017 revenues were $19k. Revenues have experienced a declining trend since Q1-2016,
as shown in the chart below, as a result of the shift in focus from bingo gaming apps to
Rooplay.

Source: Company Data

The company started ramping up marketing expenses in Q2-2017, with the launch of
Rooplay. In Q3-2017, Shoal spent $71k in selling and marketing versus just $9k in Q42016. Management expects to spend approximately $75k in Q4-2017.
In the first nine months of 2017, Shoal reported EBITDA of -$1.24 million versus -$1.88
million the same period last year. The net loss was $1.29 million (EPS: -$0.02) versus $2.41
million (EPS: -$0.04) in the same period last year.
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Revenue / EBITDA / Net Losses

Source: Company Data

Management estimates 2017 operating expenses (including G&A, compensation, consulting,
and development expenses) will be approximately $1.9 million, including development
expenses of approximately $1.1 million.
Balance sheet
and cash flows

Free cash flows were -$0.1.22 million in the first nine months of 2017, versus -$2.03 million
in the same period last year.

Source: Company Data

At the end of Q3-2017, the company had $0.82 million in cash. Working capital and the
current ratio were $0.65 million, and 3.9x, respectively.
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Source: Company Data

The company has a line of credit and loan arrangement with the Chairman, Tarrnie Williams,
and another major shareholder, for up to $5 million; of which, $0.59 million was drawn at the
end of Q3.
Subsequent to the quarter-end, Shoal completed the final tranche of a $1.06 million financing
by issuing 3.02 million units at a unit price of $0.35. Each unit consisted of a common share
and a warrant (term – 1 year, exercise price - $0.44 per share for the first six months, C$0.52
per share for the subsequent six months).
Stock options and warrants: The company has 1.61 million options (Weighted average
exercise price of C$0.47) and 5.34 million warrants (weighted average exercise price of
C$0.53) outstanding. Currently, 1.61 million options and 3.02 million warrants are in the
money, indicating that the company can raise up to C$2.21 million if they all are
exercised.
Valuation

We have revised our revenue forecasts as we pushed out the company’s marketing campaign
for Rooplay.
Revenue Projections

Source: FRC
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Source: FRC

We are adjusting our fair value estimate to C$1.63 per share from C$1.77 per share, as we
pushed out Rooplay’s growth projections.
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Risks

The following risks, though not exhaustive, may cause our estimates to differ from actual
results:







The company’s primary app, Rooplay, is in early stages.
Attracting players and keeping them engaged is critical and requires continuous
development and innovation.
The social games sector is highly competitive.
The company may have to pursue equity financings, which may dilute existing
shareholders.
The social games sector is not currently subject to any material regulations. Any
unfavorable changes in regulations in the future may impact the company’s business.
Management and insiders own over 75% - 80% of the outstanding shares. Therefore,
the liquidity and the average daily trading volume of SGW’s shares are low at this
time.

We maintain our risk rating of 5 (Highly Speculative).
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Fundamental Research Corp. Equity Rating Scale:
Buy – Annual expected rate of return exceeds 12% or the expected return is commensurate with risk
Hold – Annual expected rate of return is between 5% and 12%
Sell – Annual expected rate of return is below 5% or the expected return is not commensurate with risk
Suspended or Rating N/A— Coverage and ratings suspended until more information can be obtained from the company regarding recent events.
Fundamental Research Corp. Risk Rating Scale:
1 (Low Risk) - The company operates in an industry where it has a strong position (for example a monopoly, high market share etc.) or operates in a regulated industry.
The future outlook is stable or positive for the industry. The company generates positive free cash flow and has a history of profitability. The capital structure is
conservative with little or no debt.
2 (Below Average Risk) - The company operates in an industry where the fundamentals and outlook are positive. The industry and company are relatively less sensitive
to systematic risk than companies with a Risk Rating of 3. The company has a history of profitability and has demonstrated its ability to generate positive free cash
flows (though current free cash flow may be negative due to capital investment). The company’s capital structure is conservative with little to modest use of debt.
3 (Average Risk) - The company operates in an industry that has average sensitivity to systematic risk. The industry may be cyclical. Profits and cash flow are sensitive
to economic factors although the company has demonstrated its ability to generate positive earnings and cash flow. Debt use is in line with industry averages, and
coverage ratios are sufficient.
4 (Speculative) - The company has little or no history of generating earnings or cash flow. Debt use is higher. These companies may be in start-up mode or in a
turnaround situation. These companies should be considered speculative.
5 (Highly Speculative) - The company has no history of generating earnings or cash flow. They may operate in a new industry with new, and unproven products.
Products may be at the development stage, testing, or seeking regulatory approval. These companies may run into liquidity issues, and may rely on external funding.
These stocks are considered highly speculative.
Disclaimers and Disclosure
The opinions expressed in this report are the true opinions of the analyst about this company and industry. Any “forward looking statements” are our best estimates and
opinions based upon information that is publicly available and that we believe to be correct, but we have not independently verified with respect to truth or correctness.
There is no guarantee that our forecasts will materialize. Actual results will likely vary. The analyst and Fundamental Research Corp. “FRC” does not own any shares
of the subject company, does not make a market or offer shares for sale of the subject company, and does not have any investment banking business with the subject
company. Fees were paid by SGW to FRC. The purpose of the fee is to subsidize the high costs of research and monitoring. FRC takes steps to ensure independence
including setting fees in advance and utilizing analysts who must abide by CFA Institute Code of Ethics and Standards of Professional Conduct. Additionally, analysts
may not trade in any security under coverage. Our full editorial control of all research, timing of release of the reports, and release of liability for negative reports are
protected contractually. To further ensure independence, SGW has agreed to a minimum coverage term including four reports. Coverage can not be unilaterally
terminated. Distribution procedure: our reports are distributed first to our web-based subscribers on the date shown on this report then made available to delayed access
users through various other channels for a limited time.
The distribution of FRC’s ratings are as follows: BUY (72%), HOLD (8%), SELL (4%), SUSPEND (16%).
To subscribe for real-time access to research, visit http://www.researchfrc.com/subscribe.php for subscription options.
This report contains "forward looking" statements. Forward-looking statements regarding the Company and/or stock’s performance inherently involve risks and
uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ from such forward-looking statements. Factors that would cause or contribute to such differences include, but are
not limited to, continued acceptance of the Company's products/services in the marketplace; acceptance in the marketplace of the Company's new product lines/services;
competitive factors; new product/service introductions by others; technological changes; dependence on suppliers; systematic market risks and other risks discussed in
the Company's periodic report filings, including interim reports, annual reports, and annual information forms filed with the various securities regulators. By making
these forward looking statements, Fundamental Research Corp. and the analyst/author of this report undertakes no obligation to update these statements for revisions or
changes after the date of this report. A report initiating coverage will most often be updated quarterly while a report issuing a rating may have no further or less frequent
updates because the subject company is likely to be in earlier stages where nothing material may occur quarter to quarter.
Fundamental Research Corp DOES NOT MAKE ANY WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, AS TO RESULTS TO BE OBTAINED FROM USING THIS
INFORMATION AND MAKES NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR USE. ANYONE USING THIS REPORT
ASSUMES FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR WHATEVER RESULTS THEY OBTAIN FROM WHATEVER USE THE INFORMATION WAS PUT TO. ALWAYS
TALK TO YOUR FINANCIAL ADVISOR BEFORE YOU INVEST. WHETHER A STOCK SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN A PORTFOLIO DEPENDS ON ONE’S
RISK TOLERANCE, OBJECTIVES, SITUATION, RETURN ON OTHER ASSETS, ETC. ONLY YOUR INVESTMENT ADVISOR WHO KNOWS YOUR
UNIQUE CIRCUMSTANCES CAN MAKE A PROPER RECOMMENDATION AS TO THE MERIT OF ANY PARTICULAR SECURITY FOR INCLUSION IN
YOUR PORTFOLIO. This REPORT is solely for informative purposes and is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. It is not intended as being a
complete description of the company, industry, securities or developments referred to in the material. Any forecasts contained in this report were independently prepared
unless otherwise stated, and HAVE NOT BEEN endorsed by the Management of the company which is the subject of this report. Additional information is available
upon request. THIS REPORT IS COPYRIGHT. YOU MAY NOT REDISTRIBUTE THIS REPORT WITHOUT OUR PERMISSION. Please give proper credit,
including citing Fundamental Research Corp and/or the analyst, when quoting information from this report.
The information contained in this report is intended to be viewed only in jurisdictions where it may be legally viewed and is not intended for use by any person or entity
in any jurisdiction where such use would be contrary to local regulations or which would require any registration requirement within such jurisdiction.
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